Version 2.150415
Fixed: During cloud sync SRM Mac did not recover from a loss of connection to the server.  This has been fixed by re-starting the data transfer in cases where connection was lost.
Updated: Mac OS X versions lower than 10.9 do not include the driver required for communication with the PCVI/7.  If a OS X version lower than 10.9 is detected, SRM Mac will prompt the user to upgrade the operating system, or install third-party drivers from a named location (http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm).
Updated: SRM has encountered instances where other applications/processes appear to have unloaded the driver required for communication with the PCVI/7.  This would cause SRM Mac to fail communicating with a connected power control.  SRM Mac is now explicitly re-loading the required driver at start-up.


Version 2.150301

Updated: Power control 6 and 7 communication removes the dependency on external drivers.  This removes the need for an installer, the SRM Mac Software can now be installed by drag and drop to the Applications folder, or any alternative location.  Due to this change, the SRM Mac Software does not support power control firmware upgrade and reset anymore.  A separate PC7 Device Agent will provide support for power control firmware upgrade and reset; it is scheduled for release in March 2015.  Prior to this release, PC7 firmware upgrades require the SRM Win Software.  Alternatively, please contact your SRM Service Center for assistance.
Fixed: Chart windows can be minimized individually.  The current chart window is now on top of all other windows. 
Fixed: Exporting training files could result in a file without a .srm file extension.  This issue has been resolved.
Fixed: During data download from a power control, a user could establish a second communication with the power control to update settings.  This could result in interrupted data download.  This issue has been resolved, during data download all other communication with the power control now is unavailable.
Fixed: Under certain circumstances, the SRM Mac Software would fail to establish communication with a connected power control.  This was caused by external software applications blocking the serial communication port.  SRM Mac will now detect such software applications (if any), and offer the optional ability to terminate them.
Fixed: Under certain circumstances, the SRM Mac Software would report an error during file export or upload/cloud sync.  This was caused by the SRM database entering an inconsistent state during data processing and updates.  The issue is now recognized by the SRM Mac Software, offering the optional ability to repair the local SRM database.
Fixed: The SRM Mac Software could stop when downloading training data from a connected power control.  This was caused by a large number of training files, and/or concurrent communication attempts by the user to change power control settings during download.  This issue has been resolved.
Fixed: The SRM Mac Software could fail to delete training data from a connected power control.  This was caused by a large number of training files being present on the power control, and/or concurrent communication attempts by the user to change power control settings during download.  This issue has been resolved.
Fixed: When manually entering the serial number for a power meter, speed sensor or heart rate monitor on a power control through the SRM software, the change would not be persisted to the power control.  This issue has been fixed.
Improved: Users are now able to report a problem with the SRM Mac software by selecting Software -> Send Error Report from the menu.  This allows the user to provide a description of the problem, and send detailed logs, system analytics and statistics to SRM Customer Service.


Version 2.140714

Resolved: Files got split when riding more than 6hr


Version 2.140610

Improved: new Slope Chart
Improved: new Critical Power Chart
Improved: new Periodic Chart
Updated: latest PC7 firmware
Updated: Auto Updater 

Attention when upgrading from SRMMac 1.x
The settings from SRMMac 1.x will not be automatically imported into Version 2.x.
All credentials for external accounts have to be reentered into SRMMac 2.x

